Alvord Peak drenched in purple at dawn
Alvord Peak is cloud-shrouded on some mornings.
Unusual skies over Alvord Peak
Shadows on the mountains
Nearby mountains to the W make for early sundown in the Alvord Basin
The view just after the sun moved below the mountain horizon
The lighting on the clouds can be intriguing.
And we have some fine sunsets
Just another evening view of the western sky
Sunset in the Catlow Valley, W of Alvord Peak
Early morning, looking W
Summer lightning causes fires
(Alden McCurdy’s photo, 2006)
Some days are partly cloudy
And skies can portend rain
A light afternoon rain brings a great view to the E
Complex sky
Late day clouds swirling
Rain in the distance during late afternoon
Evening thunderhead
Early risers are rewarded with beautiful sunrises; series of sunrises follows, without comment
Sunset viewed from atop Steens Mt
Skyview on our drive to Winnemucca